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The experiments at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) rely upon a complex distributed
computing infrastructure (WLCG) consisting of hundreds of individual sites worldwide
at universities and national laboratories, providing about half a billion computing job
slots and an exabyte of storage interconnected through high speed networks. Wide Area
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Networking (WAN) is one of the three pillars (together with computational resources
and storage) of LHC computing. More than 5 PB/day are transferred between WLCG
sites. Monitoring is one of the crucial components of WAN and experiments operations.
In the past years all experiments have invested significant effort to improve monitoring
and integrate networking information with data management and workload management
systems. All WLCG sites are equipped with perfSONAR servers to collect a wide range of
network metrics. We will present the latest development to provide the 3D force directed
graph visualization for data collected by perfSONAR. The visualization package allows
site admins, network engineers, scientists and network researchers to better understand
the topology of our Research and Education networks and it provides the ability to
identify nonreliable or/and nonoptimal network paths, such as those with routing loops
or rapidly changing routes.
Keywords: Networks; visualization; perfSONAR; traceroute; topology.
PACS number: 07.05.Bx

1. Introduction
Computer networks are extremely important for data-intensive science, enabling the
construction of complex distributed computing infrastructures that allow scientists
to access data and computing resources locally, regionally, nationally and internationally. Network technologies enable collaborative research and data mobility and
access around the world. Because of the foundational role that networks play in
modern science, it is critical we ensure their high reliability and stability, but this
is often very challenging. Networks by their nature cross multiple administrative
domains, meaning that there is no single owner or manager of a given end-toend network path. When soft failures (degradation of performance but not loss of
connectivity) occur somewhere in the network, it can be very difficult to identify
and localize the problem, leading to periods of lost scientific productivity across
distributed resources which can last weeks to months and even to years, in some
cases.
The particular network infrastructure that we will focus on in this paper is the
one used by the scientific experiments at the LHC. The Worldwide LHC Computing
Grid (WLCG) project1 — a global collaboration of around 170 computing centers in
more than 40 countries, is constructed on top of a conglomeration of local, regional,
national and international networks, primarily research and education (R&E) networks but including some commercial segments. The mission of the WLCG project
is to provide global computing resources to store, distribute and analyze peta- and
exabyte-scale LHC data for the LHC experiments.
The LHC experiments at CERN currently transfer a few petabytes of data
daily, in aggregate. While each data transfer is characterized by a single source and
destination, the network path that is actually traversed between those endpoints can
vary, based upon routing protocols and the status of the network components. The
critical point to note here is that when there is a network problem, the first thing we
need to know is “what path did the problem occur on?” Answering these questions
identifies the relevant elements that could be the location for the problem being
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observed. Fortunately, tracking of these dynamically changing paths or routes has
become possible thanks to the massive and detailed network measurements being
provided for the last several years by the OSG-LHC/WLCG network monitoring
activity.2 While the creation and operation of this network metric pipeline has
given us the data we could use to find and localize network problems, in practice, it
has given us an additional challenge in how best to identify, filter and visualize the
massive amount of path information we are monitoring. This is the motivation for
the creation of TRACER (TRACe route ExploRer)3 and in the rest of this paper
we will outline the technical details of TRACER and demonstrate how it is being
used with OSG/WLCG data.
2. Background
In this section, we describe some of the relevant concepts and technologies used
to define and measure network paths. The IP network path between a source and
destination is determined by devices called routers, which operate at the IP layer
(layer 3) in the OSI network stack. A network path can be described by the sequence
of router IP addresses that packets traverse as they move from the source to the
destination. Each router determines which next router to forward a network packet
to (usually based only upon the destination network) using a routing table. Routing
tables may be constructed automatically or manually. Manual routing tables comprises static routes while automatic produces dynamic routes. The routing table
consists of at least three elements:
(1) network ID — the destination network;
(2) metric — a routing metric indicating the route priority;
(3) gateway — the address of next router to send the packet to.
WLCG routing tables are maintained semi-automatically, in most cases, using suitable software tools and frameworks. Even so, providing high performance at peak
efficiency and availability becomes challenging for network operation staff. Even the
slightest amount of packet loss on large bandwidth-delay paths drastically reduces
the throughput achievable.4 We note that it is possible to improve the behavior of
TCP in the presence of packet loss but using different congestion control algorithms
like TCP-BBR.5 Maintaining networks in distributed computing systems would be
impossible without monitoring and performance analysis tools. Network operation
staff depend upon such tools to identify and fix network issues.
Toolkits, such as perfSONAR6 (performance Service-Oriented Network monitoring ARchitecture), are used in WLCG for network testing and monitoring. 7 WLCG
has deployed perfSONAR globally across its sites and has configured it to automatically monitor paths of interest, collecting and archiving network performance
metrics in an efficient way. In 2020, we have more than 250 perfSONAR instances
installed on 130 sites, constantly measuring and retrieving topology information,
network delay, packet loss and bandwidth of network routes. The data retrieved by
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perfSONAR tools are studied and analyzed in order to troubleshoot network performance problems. Machine learning methods have been applied for the prediction
of performance issues based upon packet loss data measured by perfSONAR.8 To
better understand the data and identify issues in our networks, we rely on dashboards and visualization tools like Kibana and Grafana, both standard for data
stored in Elasticsearch.9 Kibana enables interested users to visualize data with
histograms, line graphs, pie charts, sunbursts, tag clouds and more. Grafana is a
powerful tool to query, visualize, and gain insights from data. Both of these tools
are important components of WLCG network monitoring.10
Even with the monitoring, analysis and visualization tools, we have already
described, we faced a challenge in analyzing and visualizing our measured network
topologies. The problem is the complexity and dynamic nature of the path data. The
data describing the network paths comes from either traceroute or tracepath tools
and consists of the list of IP addresses of the routers along the path from source to
destination, as well as additional information about the round-trip-time (rtt) to each
router, the Autonomous System (AS) number which designates the network entity
which manages each router, and, for tracepath, the maximum MTU supported to
each router. Each router along the path constitutes a hop and the number of hops,
even between a specific source and destination, can vary as conditions in the network
change. Because our existing tools (Kibana, Grafana and Elasticsearch) were not
well matched to the challenge of visualizing and understanding the network path
data, we needed to develop TRACER. This paper describes TRACER, a 3D forcedirected graph visualization for network routes. TRACER includes a web interface
with filtering, data preparation functions and interactive visualization that allows
users to monitor and explore network paths and how they change in time.
As TRACER was being developed, we engaged with the perfSONAR developer
team, presenting early prototypes to get feedback on. The perfSONAR developers
were enthusiastic about the new visualization capability for traceroute data and
have had something similar on their future development list for many years. Given
that the next release of perfSONAR (v4.4) will focus on visualization, we may have
an opportunity to collaborate with them on improving integration between TRACE
and perfSONAR.
3. Visualization Pipeline
Typical applications for visual analysis leverage specific visualization pipelines that
include four main stages: sourcing, filtering, mapping and rendering. The sourcing
stage provides the access to initial data sources. The filtering stage allows a user to
select specific data for further analysis. The mapping stage is where filtered data
items are mapped to geometric primitives (i.e. points, lines, spheres, cylinders) and
their attributes, such as color, position or size. Mapping is the most critical stage
for the efficiency and quality of the resulting visualization. The rendering stage is
the process of transformating the geometric data to graphical images.
2130005-4
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Fig. 1. The 3-D force directed graph visualization application architecture
The 3-D force directed graph visualization application architecture
The1. 3D
force directed graph visualization application architecture.
Fig. 1. Fig.

Fig. 2.

TRACER Web Interface

Fig.
Interface
Fig. 2.
2. TRACER
TRACER Web
web interface.

The 3D force-directed graph visualization11 includes both client and server components. For TRACER the server is based on Django which acts as an application
programming interface (API) for the Elasticsearch data. The server accepts search
queries and returns data retrieved from the Elasticsearch. The client provides a
graphical user interface (GUI) to generate search queries and analyze and display
the resulting data. The complex GUIs are built using the React JavaScript framework, which provides well-structured, easy to maintain source code. The application architecture is presented in Fig. 1. Figure 2 shows the main window of the
TRACER web application. It consists of central frame for route visualization, a left
frame showing the filtering options, a table of filtered paths below the main route
visualization, and a right pane showing path details. In the following sections, we
detail the four main stages of our visualization pipeline.
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Information
data
record stored
in our WLCG Elasticsearch is composed of the following three
sets of–parameters:
MA - The Measurement Archiver (MA) that provided the original data.
– timestamp - the time of the perfSONAR measurement.
• General Information
– n hops - the number of hops on a route.
— MA
— The
Archiver
provided
the(rtt).
original data.
– max
rtt - Measurement
maximum value
of the that
round
trip time
— timestamp
—
the
time
of
the
perfSONAR
measurement.
– ipv6 - IP protocol type (true if IPv6, false if IPv4).
the -number
of hops hash
on a route.
— n– hops
route—sha1
cryptographic
uniquely identifying a network path.
— max rtt — maximum value of the round trip time (rtt).
— ipv6 — IP protocol type (true if IPv6, false if IPv4).
a https://atlas-kibana.mwt2.org:5601/
— route sha1 — cryptographic hash uniquely identifying a network path.
• Endpoints Parameters

— src site, dest site — source and destination WLCG site names.

a https://atlas-kibana.mwt2.org:5601/
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—
—
—
—

src host, dest host — source and destination host names.
ipv6 — version of IP protocol (ipv6 = True/False).
src VO, dest VO — virtual organization of the src/dest WLCG owner.b
src production, dest production — Boolean indicating source and destination
production status (test versus production).

• Router Parameters

— round-trip time (rtts) — the vector of round-trip-times (rtts) in ms to reach
each router along the path.
— time to live (ttls) — the vector of the values of the time-to-live field, decremented as a packet transits each router.
— autonomous system number (asns) showing who operates each router.

The TRACER tool allows us to explore this network route visually. Each route
measurement is stored in the Elasticsearch as a single document. There are couple
of parameters that require further clarification:
• To identify unique paths through the network, we hash the vector of hops using
the SHA1 hashing function to create route-sha1. This identifier allows us to easily
track or aggregate on that specific path when measured by traceroute.
• The src production or dest production Booleans indicate whether a site is in
production (true) or being tested (false) and is not related to the measurement.
3.2. Filtering
The filtering functions allow construction of search queries on the client-side. The
filtering enables users to select time ranges, IP version (IPv4 or IPv6) and specific
endpoint values: Sources (src), Source hosts (src host), Destinations (dest), Destination hosts (dest host). The filtering widgets are placed on the left side of the
application window. The user query construction results in a query in JSON format
compatible with the Elasticsearch engine. This query is passed from client to server
where the Django application gets records from Elasticsearch and prepares the data
for further graph building on the client.
3.3. Mapping
Five types of nodes are used to build force directed graph visualization. These node
types are
•
•
•
•
•

Source domain name — src host,
Source IP address — src,
Router IP addresses — hops,
Destination IP address — dest,
Destination domain name — dest host.

b https://wlcg.web.cern.ch/virtual-organisations
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•
•
•
•

Router IP addresses - hops
Non-responding Router - (routers that didn’t return their IP)
Destination IP address - dest
Destination domain name - dest host
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Clicking a record in the table provides user with the additional information
about the selected route in the right frame. It includes a violin chart (Figure 7),
explaining statistical distributions and probability density of rtts values of all hops,
and a table describing hops and nodes of the network path (Figure 8).
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by routing misconfigurations or when internet routes are in the process of changing
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Figure 11 illustrates case when certain routers, due to their configuration or a
technical malfunction, do not respond to a request from perfSONAR that measures
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Fig. 11. Network path between RAL-LCG2 and NCP-LCG2 with missed nodes.
Fig. 11. Network path between RAL-LCG2 and NCP-LCG2 with missed nodes.
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occur due to the security settings of the respective routers.
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service or tool, we already see areas needing improvement as well as opportunities
5. Future Work
for new features and capabilities. The following lists the primary areas we intend
This
first
TRACER provides a functional service for exploring the comto
work
onrelease
in the of
future:
plex, dynamic topologies measured by the global deployment of perfSONAR in• TRACER can be very slow or will not even respond if the user selects a time
stances in hundreds of locations worldwide. Its primary use-case is to support users,
period of more than a few minutes without selecting additional filtering.
site-admins and network administrators in better understanding the complex net• TRACER currently displays only data about network traces, but a very interwork topology involved in our WLCG infrastructure. However, as with almost any
esting extension would be to allow it to gather and display associated metrics
service or tool, we already see areas needing improvement as well as opportunities
along a set of identified paths, e.g., latency, throughput and packet-loss.
for new features and capabilities. The following lists the primary areas we intend
• TRACER could be used to explore how paths change in time, and updating
to work on in the future:
the user interface to support this would be a valuable extension.
• TRACER can be very slow or will not even respond if the user selects a time
period of more than a few minutes without selecting additional filtering.
• TRACER currently displays only data about network traces, but a very interesting extension would be to allow it to gather and display associated metrics along
a set of identified paths, e.g. latency, throughput and packet-loss.
• TRACER could be used to explore how paths change in time, and updating the
user interface to support this would be a valuable extension.
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• Visualization of the intersections of traces of multiple source-destination pairs
where some issues were detected allows us to visually understand path correlations. Additionally, TRACER may be used for the visualization of all network
paths that use one particular router.
• Identifying asymmetric routes which can be associated with network configuration problems. The challenge here is in two parts: (1) we need to identify all
the IP addresses routers utilize, since a given router may report a different IP
depending upon how it is traversed and (2) we need to improve the visualization to better support this use case (similar to the previous item above) so we
can clearly visualize source-to-destination and destination-to-source to identify
asymmetries.
• TRACER visualizes routes in terms of router hops but we also have data about
the AS number (network owner) and this can allow us to provide a much more
condensed view of the path, highlighting the major network entities along the
path.
With the updated, refactored code in this first release, we believe that much of the
above should be quickly achievable and expect at least few of the items above will
be addressed in our next release.
6. Conclusion
We have described the motivation, design and implementation of TRACER, a tool
for visual exploration of network topology measured by the global deployment of
OSG and WLCG perfSONAR toolkit instances. TRACER is now integrated in
CERN computing infrastructure and can be used for the near real-time network
monitoring and retrospective analysis of network faults and malfunctions. An additional use-case is interactive visualization to support the development of mathematical and statistical methods for the detection of network failures.
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